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Extended abstract
1. Background
The Irish Meteorological Service, Met Éireann, is one of the 26 national meteorological services in Europe and North
Africa forming the HIRLAM (High Resolution Limited Area Model) and ALADIN (Aire Limitee Adaptation Dynamique
Developpement International) consortia which uses the shared ALADIN-HIRLAM numerical weather prediction system
for operational weather forecasting. Since 2011, Met Éireann has been using the HARMONIE-AROME canonical
configuration of this system. Met Éireann currently uses cycle 40 of the system operationally (Bengtsson et al. 2017) and
uses ALADIN non-hydrostatic dynamics (Benard et al. 2010), non-hydrostatic mesoscale (MesoNH) physics (Lafore et
al. 1998) and the SURFEX (Surface Externalisee) externalised surface scheme (Masson et al. 2013). Surface processes
and physiography issues have been identified as some of the factors limiting the HARMONIE-AROME performances
(Bengtsson et al. 2017) leading to work around SURFEX and its inputs across the HIRLAM community.
The fluxes between the surface and the atmosphere are multiple from snow, orography, land, town, aerosols, sea leading
to horizontal heterogeneity. To deal with the heterogeneity of the atmosphere, the surface in SURFEX is divided within
a grid mesh into several homogeneous tiles type: Nature, Lakes, Town, and Sea. A land cover map containing the tile
information is used to obtain each tile fraction over the grid mesh. Every tiles and patches receive the same atmospheric
forcing and the resulting fluxes is calculated and then averaged over the grid box.
Since cycle 40, SURFEX in HARMONIE-AROME runs with two patches on the nature tile (grouping different vegetation
types: P1=open land and P2=forest). In P1 roughness length (z0) for grass and crops respectively are defined by the
following equations and depend on leaf area index (LAI).
𝑧0 = 0.13 ∗ 𝐿𝐴𝐼/6

(1)

𝑧0 = 0.13 ∗ min(1.0,𝑒 ((𝐿𝐴𝐼−3.5)⁄1.3))

(2)

Near the surface, horizontal winds follow a logarithmic wind profile inversely proportional to z0:
𝑢∗
𝑧
𝑈(𝑧) = log( )
𝑘
𝑧0

(3)

Equation (3) is associated with the expressions of z0 (1) and (2) and shows that winds over grassland and crops are
inversely proportional to LAI.
The next cycle of HARMONIE-AROME, cycle 43, uses the latest version of the ECOCLIMAP (Masson et al. 2003) land
cover map, ECOCLIMAP-SG (CNRM (n.d.)). ECOCLIMAP-SG, contrary to previous versions, uses external tree height,
albedo and LAI data inputs. As shown by the green colour on figure 1 in ECOCLIMAP-SG Ireland is mainly covered by
grassland; thus the choice of the appropriate LAI input is important for accurate surface wind representation over Ireland.
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Figure 1 ECOCLIMAP-SG land cover types over Ireland

CNRM suggests two multiyear climatologies as input for ECOCLIMAP-SG (CNRM (n.d.)): the 2014-2016 Copernicus
satellite LAI data at 300m-resolution, and the 1999-2016 Copernicus satellite LAI data at 1km-resolution, brought to
300m resolution using a Kalman filter. Sensitivity testing for the June 2018 Drought over Ireland using HARMONIEAROME cycle 43 showed that the LAI multiyear climatologies are not appropriate for representing the LAI during
extreme events such as a drought. The implementation of ECOCLIMAP-SG, (including the multiyear climatology of
LAI) leads to too strong winds forecast (Bessardon et al. 2020). This overestimation was due a combination of a change
in vegetation type, change of LAI input and need for retuning equations such as (1) and (2) following these changes.
This study will primarily focus on comparing different climatologies of LAI data and near-real time LAI data to assess
the benefits of near real-LAI under different meteorological conditions.
2. SBU justification for the various Experiments
Figure 2 represents the current (orange) and the previous (red) operational domain for Ireland. Both operational domains
have a horizontal grid spacing of 2.5 km and 65 vertical levels with the current and previous operational domain covering
1000x900 and 500 x 540 grid points respectively. Running the current and previous for one 24-hour forecast cycle costs
approximately 13000 SBUs and 4000 SBUs respectively
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Figure 2 Irish operational domain in orange, old operational domain in red.

The requested resource of 9 MSBUs will be spent as follows:
• A series of 16 1-month long HARMONIE-AROME cycle 43 simulations, using the 2014-2016 Copernicus
satellite LAI data (Copernicus Service information. (n.d.)) at 300m-resolution. The chosen month will be
selected a large range of meteorological conditions following and differing from Ireland climatology. SBU
estimate: 2M SBUs.
• A series of 16 1-month long HARMONIE-AROME cycle 43 simulations, using the 1999-2016 Copernicus
satellite LAI data (Copernicus Service information. (n.d.)) at 1km-resolution, brought to 300m resolution using
a Kalman filter. The chosen month will be selected a large range of meteorological conditions following and
differing from Ireland climatology. SBU estimate: 2M SBUs.
• A series of 16 1-month long HARMONIE-AROME cycle 43 simulations using ECOCLIMAPv2.5. The chosen
month will be selected a large range of meteorological conditions following and differing from Ireland
climatology. SBU estimate: 2M SBUs.
• A series of 16 1-month long HARMONIE-AROME cycle 43 simulations, using the corresponding period
PROBA-V satellite LAI data at 300m -resolution. The chosen month will be selected a large range of
meteorological conditions following and differing from Ireland climatology. SBU estimate: 2M SBUs.
• Some discussion occurs to change the expression of 𝑧0 parameters the remaining units will be used to test the
change of these parameters
3. Benefits of the Project
The use of multiyear climatological data is showing its limit for extreme weather events such as the 2018 Drought
(Bessardon et al. 2020) and the use of near-real time LAI data have not been tested over Ireland. The use of near nearreal time LAI over Ireland should reduce the surface wind errors during extreme events and should preserve the wind
quality during “regular” meteorological conditions. A thorough analysis of the benefits of using near-real time LAI under
a range of meteorological conditions is needed and this special project will enable an evaluation to be done over the Irish
domain.
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